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Davis-BesseNPEm Resource

From: Joe DeMare [electricity2@cs.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2011 8:13 PM
To: Cooper, Paula
Subject: Fwd: People's Hearing Transcript. 

 
I tried to send this yesterday, but for some reason, it didn't 
work. I got your e-mail saying that you now have the video file 
for the main hearing. Shall I transfer Pat Marida's video to you 
the same way? 
 
 
---Joe 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Joe DeMare <electricity2@cs.com> 
To: Paula.Cooper <Paula.Cooper@nrc.gov> 
Cc: rhannon <rhannon@toast.net>; kevin <kevin@beyondnuclear.org>; Seannestor <Seannestor@gmail.com>; 
jessicaweinberg23 <jessicaweinberg23@gmail.com>; amnarowitz <amnarowitz@yahoo.com>; marida 
<marida@wideopenwest.com>; mkeeganj <mkeeganj@comcast.net> 
Sent: Mon, Feb 7, 2011 10:50 pm 
Subject: Re: People's Hearing Transcript.  

Dear Ms. Cooper,  
 
I have sent you a notification through transferbigfiles.com that 
will allow you to download a complete copy of the file that was on 
the data stick. It should be a simple matter for you to download 
the video file to your computer.  
 
If this is satisfactory, then we can transfer Pat Marida's video 
in the same manner. 
 
Did you receive a copy of the transcript that I sent to Cindy 
Blady's office?  
 
I had also sent her a data stick. In addition to the video file, 
her data stick had electronic copies of the supporting documents 
such as Professor Compaan's slide show and Kevin Camp's summary of 
the history of Davis-Besse. I can also send you these files as an 
attachment if you need them.  
 
The YouTube videos have been edited slightly. You can certainly 
use them for reference, but the complete file has the whole 
hearing from beginning to end with only the addition of the time 
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references and subtitles.  
 
I'm afraid this experience has shaken my confidence in the Postal 
Service. Thank you for giving us this opportunity to resubmit the 
files.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
Joseph DeMare   
 

 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Cooper, Paula <Paula.Cooper@nrc.gov> 
To: Joe DeMare <electricity2@cs.com> 
Sent: Mon, Feb 7, 2011 8:53 am 
Subject: RE: People's Hearing Transcript.  

Mr. DeMare, 
  
Good morning. I’m going through the list of items that were sent to the NRC and there are a few things that if possible I’d 
like to coordinate with you.  
  
The flash drive was somehow damaged in the mail.  The plastic that slides the USB connection out of the drive was 
cracked and it shattered when I tried to extend the connection.  The drive I believe through our past conversations only 
had the video of the meeting.  I did a search with my personal computer and noticed that 15 pieces of the video were 
posted on YouTube. Is this the complete meeting and can I have your permission to use these pieces as the formal 
submission of the video? 
  
The DVD labeled “Davis-Besse License Renewal, Comments, Dec. 11, 2010 “ also arrived with minor damage.  The DVD 
itself became warped and will not lie flat in order to be read.  The DVD labeled “Testimony, Collected by Pat Marida 12-
11-10 in Columbus, Ohio” arrived with no data burned on to it.   
  
The NRC has a maximum total attachment size of 10MB (8 MB to be safe).  Would it be possible to have these items that 
were intended to be on the DVD’s mailed directly to this Email? 
  
Let me know if you have a different preferred method of resubmitting this information. You can reply via email or call me 
directly at 301.415.2323. 
  
Respectfully, 
  

Paula E. Cooper 
Project Manager 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
11555 Rockville Pike 
Rockville, MD 20852-2738 
Email: paula.cooper@nrc.gov  
Phone: (301) 415-2323 
Fax: (301) 415-2002 
  

From: Joe DeMare [mailto:electricity2@cs.com]  
Sent: Monday, December 27, 2010 8:57 PM 
To: Cooper, Paula 
Cc: acompaan@bex.net; rhannon@toast.net; marida@wideopenwest.com; kevin@beyondnuclear.org 
Subject: People's Hearing Transcript.  
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Dear Ms. Cooper,  
 
I have completed a transcript of the hearing that we held in Toledo on December 18 
regarding the Davis-Besse relicensing application. [Docket No. 50-346; NRC-2010-0298] 
 
Since the Federal Register Notice of October 28 says, "To be considered, comments must 
be provided either at the transcribed public meetings or in writing..." I thought it best that I 
send the transcript, as well as another copy of the video files and the supporting 
documentation that I sent to you earlier, to Cindy Blady, Chief of the Rules, 
Announcements and Directives Branch as described in the Register.  
 
That was sent today. If you like, I can send you a text file of the transcript so that you don't 
have to wait for whatever internal machinations  
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